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By Doppler Ultrasound Containing A High Level Of Colored Noise 
Multiphase Pipe Flow Velocity Profile Measurements 

1.P.Remenieras. D.Kouam6, J.M.Gregoire,  P.Jaraczewski, F.Patat 

LUSSI / G I P  Ultrasons. 2 bis  boulevard TonnellC, BP 3223,37032 Tours  Cedex,  France. 

Abstract - This paper presents an application of continuous 
wave Doppler  ultrasound  measurement to two phases  flow in 
pipes. A specific  Doppler  System has been developed for this 
purpose.  The presence of a  strong colored noise in the 

use a complex LIDV" factored form of the Instrumental 
expermental  Doppler  signals was an incentive motivation to 

Variable identification  technique.  Direct Doppler frequency 
estimation is then  obtained  using the argument  poles of the 
autoregressive  model which  identifies the  Doppler part of the 
signal.  The performed  tests  with  complex  parametric 
theoretical model, simulated and  experimental  Doppler signal 
have  demonstrated  the  superiority  of this adaptive signal 
processing  method  compared with the UDU" factored form of 
the Recursive Least Square  autoregressive identification 
algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The  ultrasonic  Doppler  velocimeter has been used 

extensively in transcutaneous measurement of  the blood 

measurement  is  simple,  the  spectral  content  of analytic signals 
velocity in human  body.  Although the principle of Doppler 

is complicated by a number of device related factors which 
introduce  uncertainties in  the velocity estimation. Low spatial 
resolution in region of large velocity gradients, low temporal 
resolution for rapidly changing  flows,  time transit  and 
geometrical effects, instrument  and  measurement  noises cause 
broadening of the Doppler  power  spectra. ( 1 - 3 1 .  Such 
broadening  may also arise  from limitation of the employed 
spectrum  estimator [4-S]. Different Doppler frequency 
estimators  can be used from the Doppler power  spectral density 
(maximum  amplitude  detection, first moment, or parametric 
filters  poles frequency estimators),  and  the performances of 
these estimators  depend on the physical parameters of the 
Doppler signal (bandwidth,  angle, SNR). 

continuous waves  Doppler ultrasound  velocity measurements 
This paper presents an industrial application of 

to two  phases flow in pipes. In many  petroleum  wells, the 
multiphase  flow is stratified in two  separated phases: the first 
stratum  is a liquid phase  (oil),  the second is a gas  phase with 

velocity profiles, a specific instrument was developed and is 
small scatters (oil particles). In order  to measure the two phases 

described in 92. In 53,  experimental  signals obtained on a two 
phases  loop are  presented. Spectral analysis shows the presence 
of a strong level of centered and colored noise,  superimposed 
on the  Doppler signal. In most  experimental  cases, the 
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bandwidth of this  noise is much  greater than the  quarter of the 
sample  frequency.  This colored  noise introduces an important 
bias in  claFsical frequency  estimators. In 54, a complex 
augmented UDV' identification  factored  form of the 
Instrumental  Variable  identification  technique  is presented as 
an alternative for estimating the  Doppler  frequency. Direct 
Doppler frequency estimation is then obtained  using  the 
argument  poles of the autoregressive  model  which  identifies 
the Doppler part of the  signal.  The results of this digital signal 
processing  method  are  compared  with the  classical UDU" 
Recursive Least Square  identification technique  on a ARX 

temporal autocorrelation algorithms on simulated  Doppler 
model. 45 compares the performances of the W ,  RLS, and 

signals with a  strong  level of colored noise. 56 shows  the 
velocity estimation on experimental  Doppler signals. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

found. The lower one is a  liquid  phase,  and the upper one a gas 
In the flowmeter,  two stratified phases are 

phase. The measurement  system consists in two sets of 
ultrasonic  sensors.  Each  set is composed of eight identical and 
independent sensors located on a  vertical line  along both sides 
of the rectangular  cross-section of pipe,  The first  set  is  adapted 
to measurements in  the liquid phase and the second set to the 
gas.  The ultrasound frequency  emissions is respectively 
750KHz and 2.25MHz. The  transducers angles  are 45". Thii 
arrangement allows  the velocity profile to be obtained over the 
test section. Custom made electronics control sensor 
multiplexing, complex synchronous demodulation and signal 
acquisition by the computer. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DOPPLER SIGNAL 

Dovpler  signal in  the liquid  phase. 
Figure 2 shows a typical real  part of the  complex 
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Figure 2: renl purr of the liquid complex demodulated Doppler 
signul 
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figure 3: PSD ofthe received sigmd on 1024 points FFT 

Figure 3 shows the Power  Spectral  Density  of the 
complex  demodulated liquid  signal  received by the transducer. 
The  Doppler  frequency is about 3KHz.  and a low  frequency 
noise is present  around  zero frequency. This noise is 
symmetrical.  and  then  not  linked to flaw  information.  This 
phase  noisr can be produced by the  wide-band  structural 
vibrations  which  cause  direct  acoustical path  modulation 
between the emitter  and  receiver  transducers. 
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Figure 4 :  renl parr of the gas complex demoduluted Doppler 
signul 

Figure 4 shows  the real pdrl of the  complex Doppler 
signal in  the  gas  phase. Figure 5 shows  the  PSD of this signal. 

than for the  liquid phase. 
In that case  the low frequency noise is much more important 

I 

I 

figure 5: PSD on 1024 points FFT of the received siynul 

4 DOPPLER FREQUENCY ESTIMATION 
The classical  parametric  approach  assumes that the 

added noise is white. J.Y.Ddvid and  S.A.Jones [ 5 ]  show that if 
the order of the  autoregressive  filter is adapted to  the signal-to- 
noise  ratio, the. Doppler  frequency  obtained by the  maximum of 

parametric frequency estimation.  When  the signal-to-noise 
the  spectral amplitude gives a better precision than the non 

ration is high i30dB). a low  autoregressive  order  (2 or 3) is 
necessary  to minimize spectral  line splitting  which increasa 
the  variance of the frequency  estimation.  When  the SNR is  low 

order (5  or 6 ) .  In parametric  approach,  accurate  Doppler 
i- Iode), the same precision can  be  obtained with  a higher 

frequency estimation is linked to  correct  parametric 
identification  of  the complex  signal. 

level of  pink  noise, a parametric  technique  based on thc 
Since  spectrum  analysis  shows  the  presence of a strong 

instrumental  variable [7-8] algorithm IS proposed.  This 

estimation  for  system  with colored noise in which  commonly 
technique was developed to solve the problem of parameter 

used  recursive least squares  algorithm  give  biased  estimation. 
In order to cope with the  nonstationarity of the  Doppler signal 
caused by rapidly changing  flows, this algorithm is used in a 
time adaptive  form with a forgetting  factor. In order 10 adapt 
correctly the order oi  the parametric filter for a varying SNR, a 
complex  UDVH  factorization  technique is used to reformulate 
the conventional instrumental  variable method.  This  technique 
simultaneously  produced  the  parameter  estimations  and loss 
functions  for all model orders,  from one to the user  specified 
number  p  with approximately the same  computational effort as 
the conventional IV algorithm.  The  correct  order is  then 
selected  from a test on the diagonal elements of the D matrix. 

Let us  first look at the  classical  expression of the IV 
algorithm.  Assuming that  the  process model  can  be 
represented by the difference  equation  model: 

Z(t)=-rqzO-l ~ . . .  ~r-n)+4lc(t-I  ~ . . .  + b ~ r - a + S ( t )  

Or in a more  compact form: 

where  u(t) and  z(lJ  are the observed  input and output 
sequences, U ,  and b. (i=l.2, ..., n) are  the model parameters  and 

colored.  This  model is called  the  process  model.  The 
c ( t )  is  the  noise process  sequence which can be either  white  or 

are defined by : 
instrumental  variable vector 5(t) and  the  information  matrix P 

~( t )=[ -x ( I -n) ,u( t -n l  ,...,-~ (l-2l;~(~-zl ,-~(l-l) ,~(l-1)1’ (4.4) 
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a new matrix  called information accumulation  matrix  can be 
defined 

Id." 

where r is  the  forgetring  factor  and d = 2*n .  The IV estlmate 
of the  model  parameters is then given by 

where  O(r)is a consistent  estimate of  the  model parameter S, 
under  the  conditions: 

E{r"<(r).&r)} = 0 :  The  instrument is uncorrelated  with  the 
noise 

l i m - ~ r ' - I < ( j ) . h T ( j )  has full rank 

The  instrument  x(t) can be  selected in many differents  ways 
[8]. The  most  widely used instruments  are  calculated  using the 
rryrrrsion  model: 

I '  

f 

x ( r ) = 5 ' ( r ) t V o ,  (4.7) 

where tV,, is the  latest  available  parameter  estimate from  the 
previous  time of the  process  model.  Another possibility is to 
choose  the  instrument  x(t) by the  delayed d output  and input. 

dr)=[-r(r-d-n),u(r-n) ,....,-r (t-d-I),u(t-l)]T 4.8) 

In Doppler  frequency  estimation, input u(t) of  the 
parametric  system  is  unknown so the data vectors 
h ( r )  and g ( r )  are only formed with the  output  data. 

h(r) = [ - z ( r  -n),....,-z(r - I)]' 

~ r ) = [ - ~ ( r - n )  , . . . , - ~ r -  ~ ) , - x [ r - l ) ] '  

The  recursive  IV  algorithm can  then be summarized by: 

S ( r ) = r + h ' ( r ) . P ( r - ~ ) S ' ( r )  

e i r ) = @ ( r - l ) + K ( t ) . ( z ( l ) - h r ~ r ) . @ ( r - 1 ) )  
where  Kit) is the Kalman  gain  vector. This  gain, with  the 
innovation  sequence  updates  the model parameters. 

The  UDVHcomplex  factored  form of the IV algorithm: 
This  form is a complex  adapted  form of  the  recursive  real one 

expression (4.1). By  defining an augmented  data  vector q(t) 
given by Niu et  Fisher [7]. The  model i s  represented by the 

q ( r )  = [h ' ( r i , -~ ( t ) ]~  (4.10) 

vir) = [s(r) . -x(r)] '  (4.11) 

and a augmented instrumental variable vector: 

In this  case, d = 2n + I .  Since  C(t) is  a non symmetrical 
matrix, Bierman UDU" factorization  technique  used  for RLS 
identification [9] cannot be used  directly.  The U D V H I V  
complex  decomposition, which is a complex  derived  version of 
the  Bierman algorithm, can he used to decompose  the  matrix 

With the rank one update relation, and by defining 
f ,  =UT(r  - I ) q ( r ) ,  g,u = D(r - I).f,i for  the  model 
andf, = V r ( r - l ) q ( r ) ,  , q r  =D(r-l) . f , '  for  the  instrument, 
the C(r )  matrix can  be  expressed: 

with P ( r )  = I+ f , i g ,  and  the  hermitic  conjugate 
The bracketed  part of C(r) is decomposed  through a series of 
orthogonal  transformation  to  obtain: 

c(r )=u(r- l ) ( I [r ) .~~r] . (V(r -~)~(~))"  (4.14) 
This relation updates recursively  the U(t - I )  and V ( r -  I )  
matrix  to  obtain U ( I )  and V ( r ) ,  It can he showed [7] that  with 
this augmented  structure, a multiple  model  stmcture is 
produced.  The model parameters  are  calculated in the  above 
dlagonal of the odd-numbered  columns in IJ(t). The parameters 
of the auxiliary model are  available in  V(t).  The  inverse  of  the 
generalized loss function J are  available in  the  diagonal of the 
D(t) matrix. 

J = i [ ( x i j ~ - ~ ( j ~ ) ( z ( j ) - ~ r ( j ~ @ ( j ) ) ]  (4.15) 

In the  expression (4.131, a forgetting  factor r can be 

The UDU"RLS factorization is  a complex  adapted  form of the 
introduced to track  the non srationarities of the signal. 

recursive real one  given in 161. 

Simulation  example 
The UDV" VI and U D U H  RLS algorithms  are 

compared on an autoregressive model AR2 with a colored 
noise x r i ( r )  which is  a Moving  Average  filtering of the noise 
e(t). The  complex  system is represented  by: 
z ( r ) = ( l + i ) z ( r - 1 ) - ( 0 . 0 6 2 5 + 0 5 i ) z ( r - 2 ) + x s i ( r )  
with xsi(r) = -3e(r) - 5e(r - 1) + 2Oc(r - 2) , where e(!) is il 

complex  white  noise.  The U and V matrix  are  inirialired  as the 
identity matrix I and D = A I with A = IO'.  

,., 
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parameters obtained by the UDV'IV and UDU"RLS 
Figures 6 and l show  the real and imaginary part of the 

recursive identification algorithms. 

UDU" RLS  algorithm  gives  a  biased  autoregressive estimate 
One  can  see in this  numerical example, that the 

precision in the parameters  estimation. When  the a, parameters 
i n  presence of colored  noise,  The U D V H N  gives  a better 

obtained by: 
are calculated,  the  Power Spectral  Density P ( f )  is  classically 

P(f ) =  
Y Y 

l $ 4 k l e v - 2 q K [ '  l @ k K k 1 2  

- - 

L .  I ::r",*?w,I 
(4.16) 

- Y - 

. 
y is a COIISldIIt depending on the  covariance of the modeling 
error, 7 k  are the roots of the denominator of (4.16). Thus, if the 
logarithm of P ( f )  is taken,  the  PSD is the sum of first order 
elements.  The "k" peak frequencies f , , , a k [ k ]  are  directly 
expressed by: 

J ,c , ,k[kI=-A~g(z,)  
f ,  (4.17) 

which has the same  form  as  the autocorrelation  Doppler 
frequency estimator: 

211 

5. COMPARISON OF THE UDV"1V AND UDU"RLS 
ALGORITHM ON SIMULATED DOPPLER SIGNAL WITH A 
STRONG LEVEL OF COLORED NOISE 

For  these simulation,  the  s~mulation  proposed by Jones 
and Giddens 121, which takes into account  the  time transit 
effects in  the Doppler signal, was used. The flow  velocity  is 
V=lm/s, 8=45", the sampling  frequency J, = Z O K H z ,  the 
emission  frequency f, = 2.25MHz. and  the width of the 
measured  volume I = 6.1 O-'m. The  "noisy"  Doppler aignal is 
obtained by adding  to the simulated  Doppler  signal zyi an AR2 
centered  noise xsi(1). The  two poles of this AR model  are real, 

The SNR is determined by the ratio of the variance of thc white 
so the  maximum  amplitude frequency of the noise DSP is zero. 

noise which is used to model the stochastic Doppler signal 
and the variance U< of the white  noise e(t) which drivcr  the AR 
process.  Figure 8 shows the real and Imaginary parts of the 
simulated  Doppler  signal  and  Figure 9 shows  the  PSD with 
SNR=Or/B . 

with x r i ( t )  = xsi(r - l )  - O.Zl.xsi(r - 2 )  + e ( r )  
z , , , ( t ) = z n ( f ) + x ~ i ( r )  

""l,< . 
2 
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Vohs 
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0 
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l 
figure 9; PSD of rhr complrx .siwiulated Doppler s ipu l  on 
to24 points FFT 

where  applied to this signal.  The real and imaginary  parts of the 
The recursive UDV" IV and UDU'RLS algorithm 

parameters  are  showed in figure IO. The  order is determined by 
inspecting the inverse of the D matrix for the two  algorithms 
(for the N algorithm, the norm of J is taken because  the 
generalized loss function is complex).  We plot on figure 10 the 
elements of the diagonal of the norm of the  invene of D. The 
minimum of J'"'  is obtained for the order 3. 
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.fipure IO: Norm of the generalized ln.r.5 funcrion jilr the 
UDV"IVulpo,-irll,,r fordfffirent order. 

We plot on figure l I the  elements of the  diagonal of the inverse 
of D. The loss function is stabilized at its minimum  for the 
model  order 4 
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1 3000) I I 
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fipurt, 11: Loss,functionfor the UDU" RLS alporitlrm. 
1 

plotted in figure 12. We  cannot see  significant  difference 
The  trajectories of the real part of the parameters ari 

between two  parameters (0.6 and 0), and a few differences 
between one c-  I for  the IV and -I .5 for  the RLS). 

l l 
j i g u r e / Z :  r e d  p u t  oj'thc idmt!fification on modeled Doppler 
. s i R n o l  

PSD IV order 3 and  PSD AR order 4. We can  clearly see  the 
With  these  parameters. we can compute on flgure 13 the 

position  of  the Doppler  signal.  The  maximum  amplitude is 
given by the pole  decomposition  and is situate  near 4.4 KHz. 
The  strong  colored nolse  is centered round zero  frequency.  The 
ratio  between  the doppler  and  the noise maximum  amplitude is 
bigger for  the LV algorithm. 
7 

dB 

..-. 

RLS 

computed by the relation (4.17). It c m  be seen on the figure 14, 
Finally, the  Doppler frequency estimation can be 

that the two  techniques give similar result. The small difference 
in the  parameters  estimate,  do not seem to  have  an imporrent 
influence on the position of the  poles.  The  two  techniques  give 
a very good estimate of the  Doppler  frequency.  The  Doppler 
frequency  estimation on the bloc of 4096 points by the 
argument of the autocorrelation  function is f, = 1970M. In 
colored noise,  this estimator is strongly biased and L' 'Ives a 
frequency estimate with  more than 5070 of error 

4800 

4600 IV 

figure 13: Dupplerfreyuency esrimutr by rhupoie ofthe 
U D V H I V  order 3 und UDU "RLS order 4 algorithm. 

SIGNAL 
6.VELOCITY ESTIMATION ON EXPERIMENTAL DOPPLER 

In the experimental  system,  we  estimated  the  Doppler 
frequency i n  the  gas  phase. We  select only a paire of 
transducers  and apply the UDV" [V , U D U " R L S  and f, 
algorithm.  The  diagonals  matrix  give  us  the  order 2 for  the  two 
algorithm. The PSD  obtained by the two  algorithms  are  ploted 
in figure 14. Like in the simulated  Doppler  case, the 
experimental  Doppler peak obtain by the IV algorithm is  higher 
than the RLS one.  The  frequency  estimation by the pole 
method  is  plotted as  function of time in figure 15. The 
difference between  thc two  frequencies is 25 Hz and repreaent 
1.1% of the measured  frequency.  The  frequency  estimation 
obtained by the correlation  angle  algorithm on the  same 409h 
points data bloc is 38.1 Hz.  This  signal  processing  technique is 
non adapted to this noisy aignal 

i ' '1 -0.5 D 0.5 1 1 
figure 14; PSD of the guz Doppler signal hyUDV" IV 
UDDLI"RLS 
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Figure 16: V r l o c i ~  rsrim'rtiorr in p z  f low with the 
UDV " IV rrlgorirhnr duritrg 3.5 seconds. r = 0.99 
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In the liquid  phase, with a pulse flow, the frequency 
estimation  during 7.3 second  is plot on figure 17. 

H,, 

~ ' ! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
Figure 17: Doppler frequency esrimarion in liquid pulse flow 
with the UDV" IV algorirhm. r = 0.99. 

CONCI.USIOfi 

velocity measurements to two phased flow shows the presence 
An industrial  application of CW Doppler ultrasound 

of a strong  colored  noise. A specific N identification  algorithm 

Doppler signal. Comparison with UDU" recursive  least  square 
has been adapted i n  complex  fonn  to be used on the analytic 

AR  identification shows that the parameters  estimated  with the 
IV algorithm are not  biased by the  colored noise. The  two 
techniques are used in adaptive form to take into  account the 
non stationarity of the  flow.  The triangular  decomposition of 
the  data  matrix  allows  to adapt the model  order to  the varying 

the  argument of the pole which identifies the Doppler signal. 
Doppler  SNR.  The  Doppler frequency  estimation is obtained by 

The  diagonal matrix in the triangular  decomposltion  allows to 
estimate  the  order of the model  which gives  the best Doppler 

chosen, the two frequency estimators obtained by the two 
frequency  estimation. If the two  algorithms orders are  correctly 

methods  on theoretical and experimental  Doppler  signals give 

close to the  true frequency. Velocity measurements on liquid 
nearly the  same  Doppler frequency  estimation  and  are very 

and gas  flows have  demonstrate the feasibility of the 
meusurement principle assocured with this  adapted signal 
processing. 
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